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Whose Ledger is Really Red?
Confidential Arbitration Killed the Black Widow

Daniel Charles Smolsky*

“I’ve got red in my ledger. I’d like to wipe it out.”
—Natasha Romanoff

ABSTRACT

After filing a complaint against the Walt Disney Company in July 2021, Scarlett Johansson ensured that she would follow through with litigation to protect other Hollywood talent. Despite that assurance, Johansson settled her suit with Disney only sixty-three days after filing her complaint. This Article explores what Johansson’s shockingly swift settlement reveals about not only the entertainment industry, but the majority of modern employment disputes. Did Disney abuse its power and intentionally sacrifice box-office profits at Johansson’s expense, or did Johansson leverage her public influence to compel an unwarranted settlement? Whose ledger is really red—and perhaps more importantly—why is that ledger red?

This Article concludes that one of the largest problems with modern employment contracts is binding predispute arbitration, a practice that has become so ubiquitous that such clauses are practically non-negotiable. The strength of binding arbitration has only been reinforced by the U.S. Supreme Court, which has consistently refused to allow states to pass laws which interfere with the fundamental attributes of arbitration under the Federal Arbitration Act (FAA). Because the Court has recognized that arbitration agreements may absolutely preclude judicial remedies, this Article proposes two solutions that aim to address arbitration’s biggest problems without violating federal law.

First, Congress should enact the Forced Arbitration Injustice Repeal Act to ban predispute arbitration. This change would not only protect Hollywood talent, but also provide additional safeguards to the vast majority of American employees that are subject to such agreements. Second, the California General Assembly—and other state legislatures—could minimize the disadvantages of predispute arbitration by requiring arbiters to publish their findings unless mutually agreed upon by both parties after a dispute arises. This change would serve to quell some of arbitration’s largest problems without infringing on its “fundamental attributes” as recognized by the U.S. Supreme Court.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Scarlett Johansson is one of the most recognized actresses in Hollywood. A bonafide movie star for nearly twenty years, Johansson has largely maintained her immense celebrity status by portraying Natasha Romanoff, better known under the alias Black Widow, in the Marvel Cinematic Universe (MCU). 2 The MCU is the largest film franchise of all time; it has grossed more than $25 billion dollars since its inaugural film: Iron Man. 3 Following the commercial

success of Iron Man, the Walt Disney Company (Disney) acquired Marvel Entertainment (Marvel) in 2009 to broaden Marvel’s brand and expand the MCU.\(^4\) One of Disney’s first orders of business after acquiring Marvel was casting Johansson in Iron Man 2.\(^5\)

The success of Iron Man 2 solidified Johansson’s role within the MCU as she subsequently appeared in eight blockbuster films for the franchise over the following decade.\(^6\) Her MCU tenure was slated to end in April 2020 following the release of Black Widow,\(^7\) the first and only Marvel film in which Johansson would portray the film’s titular character.\(^8\) The film was highly anticipated to serve as Johansson’s well-deserved send-off from the MCU,\(^9\) but last minute alterations to the film’s release soured her departure and resulted in one of the “most high-profile example[s] of a debate [that had] been boiling under the surface in the entertainment industry.”\(^10\)

On July 29, 2021, Johansson filed a lawsuit against Disney, alleging that the multimedia conglomerate had violated the terms of her contract and cheated her out of pay by shifting Black Widow’s release to their subscription video on-demand streaming service, Disney+, amidst the COVID-19 pandemic.\(^11\) Several early commenters speculated that her lawsuit could have an “immortal legacy” in the entertainment industry by helping establish precedent for future disputes between Hollywood talent and studios.\(^12\)

---


\(^7\) See Michael Canva, Black Widow Finally Gets Her Own Movie, One That Poses the Question: Who is She, Really?, WASH. POST (July 1, 2021, 6:00 AM), https://www.washingtonpost.com/arts-entertainment/2021/07/01/who-is-black-widow/.


\(^9\) Id.

\(^10\) Id. In fact, this Article began as a speculative article aiming to predict how the California courts would analyze Johansson’s claim and Disney’s defenses.
Disney sought private arbitration via court order, Johansson’s representatives criticized Disney for trying to “hide” its misconduct and asked, “[w]hy is Disney so afraid of litigating this case in public?” As Johansson garnered mass support in Hollywood, she became “an emblem of a major battle between talent and studios in a transformative moment for the entertainment industry.” Her lawsuit had the potential to change Hollywood “forever.”

Unfortunately, forever only lasted sixty-three days. On September 30, 2021, the Black Widow settled her suit behind closed doors. This Article explores what Johansson’s shockingly swift settlement reveals about not only the entertainment industry but also employment disputes across the country. Did Disney abuse its power and intentionally sacrifice Black Widow’s box-office profits at Johansson’s expense, or did Johansson simply leverage her public influence to compel an unwarranted settlement? Whose ledger is really red—and perhaps more importantly—why is that ledger red?

Part II.A of this Article serves as a Hollywood History lesson. It traces the origins of the entertainment industry and natural power imbalance between Hollywood studios and “talent.” Part II.B defines profit-participation—the compensation scheme that gave rise to Johansson’s suit—and explores the vertically-integrated nature of Hollywood. Part II.C explains that, despite the rise in celebrity status, history is repeating itself as the now vertically-integrated Hollywood studios shift to simultaneous streaming releases. Part III criticizes the death of litigation in Hollywood and the cause of Hollywood’s red ledger: mandatory predispute arbitration. Part IV proposes legislative solutions that aim to mitigate that power.
discrepancy by either banning predispute arbitration agreements or making arbitration proceedings more transparent. Part V provides concluding remarks.

II. BACKGROUND

A. Hollywood History Lesson

1. The Golden Age

The entertainment industry and Hollywood have been synonymous for more than a century. These terms will be used interchangeably for purposes of this Article, but the industry’s story begins in the original locations of United States film production: New York, New Jersey, and other cities along the Eastern Seaboard. As the art of producing motion pictures grew in popularity between 1900 and 1906, the industry’s exploitative business practices developed in turn. Thomas Edison, who owned a vast majority of the patents on motion picture cameras, established the Motion Picture Patents Company with other patent holders in 1908 to monopolize the equipment necessary for film production. The group used law enforcement, or sometimes “hired thugs,” to enforce their patents on independent filmmakers, which in turn stifled creativity and the growth of the entertainment industry. In response, independent filmmakers fled west to a small neighborhood in Los Angeles where Edison’s patents were harder to enforce: Hollywood.

In Hollywood, actors were rarely credited for their work as the industry developed during the “silent era.” Studio heads worried that crediting actors for their performances would result in actors “gain[ing] a level of notoriety that would allow the performers to demand higher wages.” Carl Laemmle revolutionized the

26. See id.
28. See Upton, supra note 25.
29. Id.
30. Id.
32. Id.
industry in 1909 when he founded the Independent Moving Pictures Company and ditched the practice of forcing entertainers to work anonymously.\textsuperscript{33} In 1910, Laemmle concocted an elaborate marketing scheme to garner media attention for his film, \textit{The Broken Oath}, and its leading lady, Florence Lawrence.\textsuperscript{34} Lawrence would inevitably become the “original Hollywood star” and first actor to receive an American film credit for her starring role.\textsuperscript{35} Laemmle had effectively created the Hollywood “star system,” which allowed the industry to flourish as “the cult of film celebrity [took] root in the global psyche.”\textsuperscript{36} When the industry continued to develop and silent films were replaced by “talking pictures,” talent notoriety developed in turn and “Hollywood increased its reputation as the land of affluence and fame.”\textsuperscript{37}

Although the United States and world economies collapsed during the Great Depression, the decade of the 1930s was the “height of Hollywood’s Golden Age” as an estimated eighty million Americans went to the movies every week to distract themselves from the hardships of the Great Depression.\textsuperscript{38} During that time, the entertainment industry operated under the “studio system”\textsuperscript{39} as five major studios—Warner Bros., RKO, Fox, MGM, and Paramount—dominated the means of production and distribution for major motion pictures.\textsuperscript{40} The following characteristics, which will be explored in further depth,\textsuperscript{41} have been cited as some of the most significant aspects of Hollywood’s studio system: (1) studios owned their own movie theaters (which played their own movies), (2) studios offered independent theaters a block set of films which mixed

\textsuperscript{33} See Julia Hitz, \textit{Carl Laemmle, The German Who Invented Hollywood}, DW.COM (Jan. 17, 2017), https://www.dw.com/en/carl-laemmle-the-german-who-invented-hollywood/a-36733079. Laemmle’s first film production company was one of several independent companies that challenged the Motion Picture Patents Company’s monopoly over the entertainment industry. \textit{Id.} In 1912, the company merged with several other production companies to become the media conglomerate now known as Universal Studios. \textit{Id.} Laemmle moved the studio to California two years later and set up the Universal City Studios near Los Angeles, thus laying the groundwork for the motion picture industry in Hollywood. \textit{Id.}

\textsuperscript{34} Tavin, \textit{supra} note 31.


\textsuperscript{36} Heidenry, \textit{supra} note 35.


\textsuperscript{38} \textit{Id.}

\textsuperscript{39} \textit{The Studio System}, CLASSIC HOLLYWOOD CENT., https://www.classichollywoodcentral.com/background/the-studio-system/ (last updated Dec. 3, 2019). The “Star System” was an “infamous” product of the “studio system.” \textit{Id.}

\textsuperscript{40} \textit{Id.}

\textsuperscript{41} See \textit{infra} text accompany notes 58–64.
their own desirable films with other unwanted films, and (3) studios paid talent a set salary and bound them to long-term employment contracts.\textsuperscript{42}

Hollywood's Golden Age brought tremendous growth and recognition to the entertainment industry, but the studio system also cultivated incredibly exploitative business practices and employment structures.\textsuperscript{43} At the time, major film studios considered this "justified" exploitation because their fiscal success was largely driven by their ability to capitalize on the fame of their biggest stars, or "commodities."\textsuperscript{44} Despite the California legislature's attempt to minimize such exploitation,\textsuperscript{45} Hollywood executives maintained those practices for nearly three decades until Olivia de Havilland\textsuperscript{46} challenged the studio system through the California courts.\textsuperscript{47}

In 1943, de Havilland filed suit against Warner Bros. in an attempt to declare her lengthy employment contract unenforceable.\textsuperscript{48} Despite the societal pressure to settle, de Havilland maintained her suit and was eventually freed from her contract by the California Court of Appeals.\textsuperscript{49} Her victory effectively ended "Hollywood's version of indentured servitude" and marked the beginning of the end to both the star system and the studio system that enabled it.\textsuperscript{50}

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{43} See \textit{The Star System}, CLASSIC HOLLYWOOD CENT., https://www.classichollywoodcentral.com/background/the-star-system/ (last updated Dec. 3, 2019).
  \item \textsuperscript{44} \textit{Id.} Howard Suber, professor emeritus of film history at the University of California, Los Angeles, additionally wrote that that Hollywood employment "was essentially a form of indentured servitude . . . . These contracts gave all of the advantages to the studio and made it nearly impossible for stars to have a say in their careers." Brett Lang, \textit{How Olivia de Havilland Took on the Studio System and Won}, YAHOO! (July 27, 2020), https://www.yahoo.com/video/olivia-havilland-took-studio-system-195944941.html.
  \item \textsuperscript{45} See CAL. LAB. CODE § 2855 (1937). Enacted in 1937, this statute limited personal service employees' contracts to seven-year terms. \textit{Id.}
  \item \textsuperscript{46} Olivia de Havilland was Warner Bros. ingénue—one of the studio's brightest stars that appeared in several romantic action films. See Thomas Stipanowich, Opinion, \textit{Olivia de Havilland: The Actress Who Took on the Studio System and Won}, L.A. TIMES (July 1, 2016, 5:00 AM), https://www.latimes.com/opinion/op-ed/la-oe-stipanowich-de-havilland-20160701-snap-story.html.
  \item \textsuperscript{48} \textit{Id.}
  \item \textsuperscript{49} De Haviland v. Warner Bros. Pictures, 153 P.2d 983, 989 (Cal. Ct. App. 1944) (finding that film studios could not compel actors to waive certain employment protections in private agreements). The author has not been able to determine why Olivia de Havilland’s last name was misspelled in the official reporter.
  \item \textsuperscript{50} Stipanowich, supra note 46.
\end{itemize}
2. The Collapse of the Studio System

While de Havilland’s lawsuit was instrumental in prompting change within the entertainment industry, the studio system was not entirely dismantled until a few years after her lawsuit when the Supreme Court separately declared that the vertically-integrated studios had violated anti-trust laws. Although several major film studios were found to have been violating federal antitrust laws as early as 1930, President Herbert Hoover permitted studios to maintain monopoly practices under the guise of the National Industrial Recovery Act. The government quickly reversed that stance following the Great Depression, but once again compromised with the film studios in an eleventh-hour consent decree in 1940. That consent decree provided that the major studios would limit their monopolistic business practices in good-faith, but that any violations would be shielded from the public via private arbitration. The consent decree was neither strictly enforced nor challenged in the courts until several prominent independent producers, ironically including Walt Disney, formed the Society of Independent Motion Picture Producers and entered the industry’s antitrust battle.

In United States v. Paramount Pictures, the United States sought to prevent and restrain Hollywood studio violations of the first two sections of the Sherman Act. The suit specifically alleged that the major studios had monopolized the film industry by vertically combining and controlling film production, distribution, and exhibition. The Supreme Court analyzed various trade practices

51. See infra text accompanying notes 96–101.
56. Malouchou, supra note 55.
57. See Hollywood Antitrust Cases, supra note 55.
59. See 15 U.S.C. §§ 1–2. Congress passed the first antitrust law, the Sherman Act, which "was designed to be a comprehensive charter of economic liberty aimed at preserving free and unfettered competition as the rule of trade. It rests on premise that unrestrained interaction of competitive forces will yield the best allocation of economic resources." N. Pac. Ry. Co. v. United States, 356 U.S. 1, 4 (1958).
60. See Paramount Pictures, 334 U.S. at 140.
addressed by the consent decree: (1) clearance and runs, (2) pooling agreements, (3) formula deals, (4) block-booking, and (5) discrimination. The Court supported the decree’s strict restriction on “block-booking,” writing that it was illegal to refuse to license “one or more copyrights unless another copyright is accepted” and rejected the studio’s argument that the manipulative practice was necessary to secure profits. The Supreme Court’s decision effectively required studios to divest themselves of their own theater chains, and thus limited vertical integration and triggered Hollywood’s transition to its modern practices.

Because studio moguls could neither exploit talent for pennies nor maintain persistent profits after losing their “iron grip” on film distribution, major studios produced fewer films during the 1950s. The rapid development of television also saw post World War II audiences dwindle as Hollywood’s movie-stars gravitated towards television for more lucrative opportunities. These developments further led to the narrowing of the power discrepancy between the once “unstoppable” Hollywood studios and talent today.

3. Modern Major Film Franchises

In 1975, an up-and-coming director named Steven Spielberg brought a story about a small beach town and a terrifying great white shark to the big screen. Jaws immediately became a cult phenomenon and “paved the way for the massive tentpole features that now dominate the summer season [in Hollywood].” Jaws reinvented Hollywood’s marketing scheme by using several prime-time network commercials to tease the film’s release using thirty-second advertising blocks, which enabled Universal Pictures to capitalize on its popularity “with an explosion of marketing tie-ins,

61. Id. at 144–61.
62. Id. at 156. The Court defined block-booking as the “licensing . . . [of] one feature or group of features on condition that the exhibitor will also license another feature or group of features released by the distributors.” Id.
63. Id. at 158–59.
64. See id. at 152, 159; see also Hollywood Antitrust Cases, supra note 55.
67. See Blakemore, supra note 65.
68. See id.
69. JAWs (Zanuck/Brown Company & Universal Pictures 1975).
71. See id.
[by] selling everything from the soundtrack to action figures and clothing.” The *Jaws* distribution model was an easily repeatable formula for success, and studios quickly adapted film releases to include similar “massive marketing blitzes” to enhance film popularity. In 1977, George Lucas and 20th Century Fox showed just how powerful that distribution model could be when they took the *Jaws* “marketing and merchandise campaign to the nth degree” in a galaxy far, far away.

The release of *Star Wars* further pushed studio heads to build expanded fictional universes and promote ancillary revenue streams. The film “reoriented[ed] the entire industry around visual spectacle and event films with mass cultural—and mass commercial—appeal.” Because massive film franchises tend to have cult followings that continuously draw loyal fans back to theaters, celebrity culture and influence has also grown exponentially since the 1980s. Modern celebrity status has provided Hollywood talent—like Scarlett Johansson—with significantly more leverage during contract negotiations, which in turn has shifted Hollywood compensation structures towards profit participation.

**B. Money Talks: Taking Points Off the Back End**

1. **What is Profit Participation?**

Profit participation, sometimes referred to as “back-end compensation,” is the right of an actor to tie some of their compensation to

---


74. *STAR WARS*, at 00:21 (Lucasfilm Ltd. 1977). The film was retroactively titled, *Star Wars: Episode IV—A New Hope*.


76. Suderman, supra note 75.

77. A film franchise is generally defined “as a film series, or a collection of films, that share the same fictional universe or have been marketed as a series.” Whitten, supra note 82.


79. *Id.*
the profits of a film or television show. The right to back-end profits typically manifests in one of two different ways: (1) the right to receive a portion of the net or gross receipts of the film; or, (2) the right to a lump sum payable when the film’s receipts reach a predetermined level, or “deferment.” In theory, profit participation agreements benefit both contracting parties; production companies and film studios can lessen their upfront financial burden while actors can bet on themselves to maximize their potential earnings.

While some variations of profit participation can be traced back to Hollywood’s Golden Age, the development of major blockbusters and film franchises saw major talent tie more of their compensation to box-office performance because “moviegoers [flocked] to theaters and made . . . [movie talent] larger-than-life.” In 1989, Jack Nicholson’s representatives negotiated one of the most noteworthy back-end deals when they sacrificed forty percent of his standard fee in exchange for a cut of the box-office profits and merchandise sales for Tim Burton’s *Batman*. Nicholson went on to earn roughly six times his standard fee for his portrayal of the Joker, and paved the way for decades of successful back-end deals, although some celebrities have notably been unable to recoup purported losses on the back-end.

Today, profit participation is not the flashy gamble that it once was, but an unavoidable industry standard given the massive potential for long-term financial gains. Prominent Hollywood talent understand that stable, significant profits stem from nearly all film franchises or syndicated television shows, and thus ensure that their contracts guarantee compensation on the back-end. Of course, major studios foresaw that inevitable shift in compensation

81. Id. at 22.
82. See Strum, supra note 78, at 462.
84. Tavin, supra note 31.
85. Id.
87. Strum, supra note 78, at 463.
structure and mitigated their potential losses on the back-end through “Hollywood accounting.”

2. Hollywood Accounting and Vertical Integration

Although Hollywood’s opaque accounting methods “would be considered ruinous in any other industry,” they have successfully enabled several studios to make elaborate deductions from successful projects to ensure that profit participants make little to nothing on the back-end. While some major celebrities have successfully reached settlements after challenging such “improbable accountings,” challenging them through litigation is often costly and difficult:

Hollywood contracts generally are as incoherent as the tax code . . . . As a result, contracts typically are a mélange of vague terms, conflicting references, and provisions that have been copied from other contracts, resulting in documents that are needlessly long, disjointed, and unintelligible, and that require years of costly litigation to interpret.

While most major talent guarantee compensation on the back-end, employment contracts have been left intentionally broad to minimize back-end payments, dissuade potential lawsuits, and protect studio interests. The inability to judicially oppose Hollywood accounting also stems from the studios’ modern ability to vertically integrate, despite aforementioned attempts to dissuade Hollywood monopolies.

In 1970, the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) adopted the financial syndication rules (fin-syn rules) to “enhance competition by prohibiting television networks from engaging in the

90. Id. at 36–37.
91. Strum, supra note 78, at 473. In 1999, David Duchovny alleged that Fox Broadcasting Company “cheated” him out of millions of dollars from [The X-Files] . . . [by] [selling] various rights to the [series] to its own or affiliated companies at below-market prices and engaging in other actions that reduced the apparent profits generated by the series.” Janet Shprintz, Duchovny Sues Fox over TV Rights Sales, VARIETY (Aug. 13, 1999, 12:00 AM), https://variety.com/1999/biz/news/duchovny-sues-fox-over-tv-rights-sales-1117750376/.
93. Id. at 38.
94. See supra text accompanying notes 58–64 (discussing the Supreme Court’s limiting of vertical integration in Paramount Pictures).
syndication business.” The FCC promulgated the fin-syn rules to lessen the dominance of three television networks, ABC, NBC, and CBS. The rules were enacted to prevent production studios from consolidating their power and monopolizing television production but were repealed in 1995 when the FTC stated that a more competitive industry had emerged.

The repeal of the fin-syn rules effectively gave entertainment studios the green light to reintroduce vertical integration and expand into all aspects production, such as broadcasting, distribution, production, program development, and developing new methods of off-network distribution. Major studios grew to become “media empires [that] virtually eliminated . . . small, independent production companies,” and their vertically-integrated nature enabled them to engage in profit-participation manipulation by lowering licensing fees for their major projects—and thus the project’s residual profits—and “hiding” those profits in affiliate distributors. By making successful projects “look” less profitable on the balance sheet, the studio can retain more profits and pay talent less on the back-end. While there is plenty of legal scholarship that evaluates both vertical integration and profit participation in Hollywood, the recent rise in digital streaming—accelerated by the COVID-19 pandemic—has seen swift changes within the industry that has rendered these issues more difficult to challenge, evaluate, and litigate given the lack of transparency, precedent, and an overwhelming fear of a Hollywood public relations disaster.

C. Hollywood is Changing, History is Repeating Itself

Five major media conglomerates—Disney, Sony Pictures, NBC Universal, Viacom CBS, and Warner Media—“still hold dominance

96. Id. at 439. The FTC was also persuaded because ABC, NBC, and CBS had promised they would refrain from “affiliate favoritism.” Id. That promise was unsurprisingly short lived. Id. (“While there was no persuasive evidence indicating network ‘affiliate favoritism’ when the fin-syn rules were repealed, it is clearly corporate practice now. This is not surprising since the [entertainment] industry studios are no longer prohibited from owning and syndicating their own television programs.”) (internal citations omitted).
98. Id. at 25.
99. See Strum, supra note 78, at 465.
through their worldwide presence.” While these five conglomerates often simultaneously play the “role” of creator, producer, retailer, and distributor; the development of Netflix—and the ever-increasing number of streaming services over the last several years—has complicated entertainment disputes even further.

Traditional revenue within the industry primarily stemmed from commercial advertising (for television shows) and box-office ticket sales (for films). Although major studios often maintain in-house research teams to analyze both viewership and distribution trends, third party research firms also independently assess those primary sources of revenue. Independent theater chains can verify box office reports, and independent ratings firms, such as Nielsen, can provide oversight and protection to potential advertisers by analyzing viewership trends. Those independent audits have drastically decreased over the last decade—following in Netflix’s footsteps have been Disney (which operates both Hulu and Disney+), WarnerMedia (which operates HBO Max), NBCUniversal (which operates Peacock), and several other companies—because the studios are not as frequently audited by independent organizations; thus, their viewership numbers often remain isolated from the public-eye and unverifiable to profit-participants. Netflix and Disney+ have have occasionally offered “rare glimpse[s]” into the

101. James Murphy, The “Big Five” Film Studios and Their Worldwide Presence, MOVIEVIRAL (June 10, 2021) https://www.movieviral.com/2021/06/10/the-big-five-film-studios-and-their-worldwide-presence/. In fact, the “[o]dds are that the latest movie you’ve watched was filmed, produced, or in some way backed by one of these studios and their subsidiaries.” Id.

102. See Faughnder & Sakoui, supra note 10.


104. See supra text accompanying notes 58–64.

105. “Nielsen ratings tell media participants who was exposed to content and advertising. [Nielsen] use[s] multiple metrics such as reach, frequency, averages and the well-known [sic] ratings—the percentage of a specific population that was exposed to content and ads—to determine exposure. TV ratings provide insight into who’s watching which programs—valuable information for networks, content distributors, brands, . . . [and advertisers.]” Nielsen TV Ratings, NIelsen, https://www.nielsen.com/us/en/solutions/measurement/television/ (last visited Jan. 12, 2022).

106. Pallotta, supra note 104.


108. See Julia Alexander, Disney Won’t Share Ratings for Original Disney+ Titles Despite Industry Push to do So, VERGE (Nov. 12, 2019, 3:01 AM), https://www.theverge.com/2019/11/12/20956700/disney-plus-ratings-original-shows-streaming-mandalorian-efficiency-metric-cancelation (writing that streaming services do not run advertisements and thus have "no pressure to partner with a . . . ratings agency[,] to show advertisers how well a show or movie is performing").
success of specific projects, but those claims are often unsubstantiated and have been criticized as “silly” given the lack of transparency in the industry. The recent shift to streaming has offended both actor and non-actor talent over the last several years, and Hollywood’s rather turbulent history is poised to repeat itself unless effective precedence emerges through new caselaw or statutory changes that address these problems.

III. ANALYSIS

When Johansson publicly announced her lawsuit against Disney, commentators were quick to acknowledge that she was the “latest in a long line of major talent who [had] chosen legal fights with studios . . . over money.” Despite that “long line” of dissatisfied talent, almost all Hollywood claims settle out of court for undisclosed amounts. While Hollywood talent have seemingly been satisfied with settling, those often-confidential settlements have neither protected other talent nor prevented further manipulation in the industry.

Johansson was supposed to establish precedent; she was not going to settle and allow Disney to take advantage of her—or any other Hollywood talent—in the future. Her resilience drew comparisons to Olivia de Havilland, as one commentator wrote: “Olivia de Havilland may be best remembered for portraying Melanie Hamilton in Gone With the Wind, but her landmark legal victory could permanently link her to another Scarlett.” That link was ultimately short-lived, but it might not have been entirely Johansson’s fault.

109. Pallotta, supra note 103.
111. In late 2020, Warner Bros. announced that its 2021 film slate would be released in a hybrid fashion with films simultaneously debuting in theaters and on their HBO Max streaming service. Christopher Nolan, the famous director that had been with the studio for nearly twenty years, stated that he was in “disbelief” over the decision because of the lack of transparency from Warner Bros., who was using film projects as “a loss-leader for . . . the fledgling streaming service . . . without any consultation.” See generally Zack Sharf, Christopher Nolan Exits Warner Bros. After Nearly Two Decades, New Film Set Up at Universal, VERGE (Sept. 14, 2021, 11:19 AM), https://www.indiewire.com/2021/09/christopher-nolan-exits-warner-bros-new-film-universal-1234664679/.
112. See Kali Hays, Scarlett Johansson Isn’t the First Actor to Sue a Studio—and She Won’t Be the Last, L.A. MAG. (July 30, 2021), https://www.lamag.com/culturefiles/scarlett-johansson-lawsuit-disney/.
113. Some influential Hollywood talent that settled out-of-court include Elizabeth Taylor, Kevin Costner, and Sylvester Stallone. See id.
114. See Disney’s Closed Doors, supra note 13.
115. See Lenker, supra note 14.
A. Whose Ledger is Really Red?

1. Black Widow’s Day-and-Date Release

The COVID-19 pandemic upended the entertainment industry, and Disney had already postponed Black Widow’s release for more than a year when it announced that the film would be simultaneously released in theaters and on Disney+.\textsuperscript{116} Black Widow’s release was expected to pave the way for Marvel’s “massive slate of other MCU [projects] waiting in the wings,”\textsuperscript{117} but Disney’s last-minute alterations prompted Johansson’s public filing against the corporation in the California courts.\textsuperscript{118} It is important to recognize that Disney was “keenly aware of how . . . devastating [film] piracy can be to potential earnings” when they announced the partial streaming release, a method that is inherently easier to pirate.\textsuperscript{119}

To partially offset those potential losses, Black Widow was sold as Disney’s third “premier access” film on Disney+, meaning subscribers paid an additional $30 fee to stream the film on its release.\textsuperscript{120} In her complaint, Johansson stipulated that her compensation for starring in the film was largely based on its back-end box-office receipts.\textsuperscript{121} Therefore, Johansson alleged that she had extracted a promise from Marvel to ensure that Black Widow would receive a “theatrical release” to maximize her box-office receipts and “protect her financial interests.”\textsuperscript{122} Even though “Disney, Marvel, and most everyone else in Hollywood [knew that] a ‘theatrical release’ is . . . exclusive to movie [theaters],” Johansson alleged that Disney forced Marvel to violate its promise to attract millions of Marvel fans to Disney+.\textsuperscript{123}

\textsuperscript{117} Id.  
\textsuperscript{119} Black Widow’s Simultaneous Release, supra note 116.  
\textsuperscript{120} Disney had previously ensured that its most profitable MCU film of all time, Avengers: Endgame, was simultaneously released in both North America and China—Disney’s largest markets—to minimize the risk of piracy and thus maximize box-office profits. Id.  
\textsuperscript{122} Black Widow was a "premier access" film for three months before subscribers could watch the film without paying an additional fee. Id.  
\textsuperscript{123} Id. (emphasis added).
According to Johansson’s complaint, *Black Widow*’s day-and-date release “cannibalized” the film’s box-office receipts while simultaneously strengthening Disney’s financial interests.124 Johansson therefore accused Disney of intentionally inducing Marvel’s breach to prevent her “from realizing the full benefit of her bargain.”125 In response, Disney criticized Johansson’s public filing, stating that it was both meritless and “especially sad and distressing in its callous disregard for the horrific and prolonged global effects of the COVID-19 pandemic.”126 The studio also asserted that it had technically complied with its contractual obligations, and that *Black Widow*’s release enhanced Johansson’s ability “to earn additional compensation on top of the $20 [million]” she had already received.127

Bryan Lourd, managing director and co-chairman of the Creative Artists Agency that represents Johansson, criticized Disney for revealing Johansson’s salary—which had not been shared with the public—as a potential tactic to make her appear less sympathetic.128 Lourd also condemned Disney’s direct attack regarding the COVID-19 pandemic, writing that it was clearly “an attempt to make [Johansson] appear to be someone they . . . know she isn’t.”129 The public nature of the dispute led to several people publicly stating both support for Johansson’s lawsuit and concern over Disney’s actions.130 As the dispute garnered recognition in the court of public


125. Complaint, supra note 118, at 6.


127. Id.


129. Id.

opinion, both parties submitted documents to the Los Angeles County Superior Court in anticipation of the lawsuit that “could change Hollywood forever.”

2. **Purported Party Arguments**

In relevant part, Johansson’s agreement with Marvel provided that:

> [Periwinkle Entertainment, Inc.] shall furnish [Marvel] the services of [Johansson] to perform the role of 'Black Widow' / 'Natasha Romanova' in the theatrical motion picture currently entitled 'Black Widow' ('Picture'). For the avoidance of doubt, if [Marvel] in its sole discretion determines to release the Picture, then such release shall be a **wide theatrical release** of the Picture (i.e., no less than 1,500 screens).

Johansson alleged that every prior Marvel film in which she had appeared employed similar contractual language and received an exclusive theatrical window of at least ninety-six days. After Marvel’s Chief Counsel, Dave Galuzzi, promised Johansson that Disney+ would not impact her agreement, Kevin Feige, Marvel’s President, allegedly revealed that Disney was “calling the shots” and planned Black Widow’s simultaneous release to procure additional Disney+ subscriptions. Although Johansson had agreed to settle all claims arising out of her contract with Marvel through arbitration—a non-negotiable industry standard—she argued that her suit was not subject to that agreement because it was only brought against Disney.

In Disney’s response, the company stated Johansson’s lawsuit was a “futile effort to evade... unavoidable [arbitration] (and

---
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generate publicity through a public filing).” Disney also contested that Johansson’s contract with Marvel promised neither theatrical nor exclusive distribution of *Black Widow* and that—because the film debuted on roughly 9,600 domestic screens—Johansson’s claim was “as indefensible as it sounds” under the plain language of the contract, which guaranteed only 1,500 screens. According to Disney, *Black Widow*’s simultaneous release was nothing more than an “attempt to capture the broadest possible audience,” and Johansson’s lawsuit was an ill-intended attempt to garner support and solicit additional compensation that Disney had already provided in good-faith.

3. What if . . . ?

It is difficult to adequately address potential court interpretations of Johansson’s claim because party submissions—which are inherently crafted to fit specific narratives—naturally skew third-party perception and analysis. Nevertheless, a California court would have utilized “traditional rules of contract interpretation” to address the merits of Johansson’s claim. Although the court’s initial inquiry would have been “confined to the writing alone,” the contractual language would have been interpreted in its “ordinary and popular sense, rather than . . . [its] strict legal meaning; unless used by the parties in a technical sense[] or . . . [other] special meaning is given to them by usage.” California law also enables parties to permit a “contract [to] be explained by reference to the

137. See Notice of Motion and Motion to Compel Arbitration and Stay Court Proceedings at 6, Periwinkle Ent., Inc., F/S/O Scarlett Johansson v. Walt Disney Co., No. 21STCV27531 (Cal. App. Dep’t Super. Ct. Aug. 20, 2021) [hereinafter Motion to Compel Arbitration]. Disney alleged that the California Court of Appeal had clearly provided that compelled arbitration was proper. *Id.* (citing Boucher v. Alliance Title Co., Inc., 127 Cal. App. 4th 262, 269 (Cal. Ct. App. 2005)).
138. See Motion to Compel Arbitration, supra note 137, at 6–7.
139. Complaint, supra note 118, at 8.
140. See Motion to Compel Arbitration, supra note 137, at 10.
141. See What if . . . ?: What If . . . Captain Carter Were the First Avenger? (Marvel Studios Aug. 11, 2021). As one of the MCU television series that followed in the footsteps of *Black Widow*, *What if . . . ?* introduced Marvel audiences to Uatu the Watcher, a being who exists outside the planes of space and sees time as “a prism of endless possibility, where a single choice can branch out into infinite realities.” *Id.* at 01:02. In the opening credits, Uatu invites audiences to “follow [him] and ponder the question . . . What if?” *Id.* at 01:31. Perhaps his question is better suited to predict the outcome of Johansson’s claim in an alternate universe that did not bind actresses to confidential arbitration.
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144. *Id.*
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circumstances under which it was made, and the matter to which it relates."  

The plain language of the alleged agreement, "no less than 1,500 screens," seems to support Disney's defense that it had technically satisfied its obligations. Johansson, however, provides compelling evidence that such a restrictive definition of "wide theatrical release" had never been utilized in previous Marvel films. A California court would have likely attempted to "give effect to the mutual intention of the parties as it existed at the time of contracting," and thus interpreted "wide theatrical release" in its broad "popular sense" within the entertainment industry because it was not used in an overtly "technical sense."  

The California Court of Appeal has also recognized that sophisticated parties "may . . . elect to have [an] arbitrator, rather than the court, decide which grievances are arbitrable." Because Johansson's mandatory arbitration clause required that all disputes be submitted to a JAMS arbitrator, a court would have deferred to that arbitrator "to determine issues of arbitrability." Had the court attempted to determine the issue of arbitrability, it would have still "liberally construed" the arbitration clause and found that "the Federal Arbitration Act . . . favor[s the] enforcement of valid arbitration agreements."  

147. Complaint, supra note 118, at 8.
148. Id. at 10. Johansson's complaint also included an email from Marvel's Chief Counsel, which acknowledged that it was "100% [Marvel's] plan to do a typical wide release" and acknowledging that Johansson's "whole deal [was] based on the premise that the film would be widely theatrically released like our other pictures." Id. (emphasis omitted).
153. See Motion to Compel Arbitration, supra note 137, at 12.
The alleged facts in Johansson’s complaint and Disney’s response do not indicate that a clear winner would have emerged had Johansson’s lawsuit proceeded; California’s traditional rules of contract interpretation partially support both arguments. Comprehensive legal analysis by the California judiciary would have been incredibly informative because it would have both established precedent and enabled Hollywood talent—and their attorneys—to adequately evaluate, negotiate, and sign future contracts that incorporate potential day-and-date releases. While Johansson’s settlement technically prevented that insightful analysis, it would have nevertheless been shielded from the public—regardless of whether the suit was settled—because of her contract’s mandatory arbitration agreement, which would have almost certainly been enforced given previous precedent.

B. Hollywood’s Red Room: Forced Arbitration

Marvel is not the only studio that requires talent to arbitrate; nearly all Hollywood studios require binding arbitration. 158 In fact, arbitration has become so ubiquitous in the entertainment industry that contractual terms are practically non-negotiable; Hollywood “talent’s real world choice is limited to agreeing to [arbitration] provisions or not working for a major studio.” 159

Arbitration has long been recognized as a valid form of alternative dispute resolution, tracing back to 1925 and the enactment the Federal Arbitration Act (FAA), 160 which ensured the validity and enforcement of arbitration agreements “in any maritime transaction or ... contract evidencing a transaction involving commerce.” 161 The Supreme Court has recognized that the FAA is a Congressional “policy favoring arbitration [that] withdrew the power of the states to require a judicial forum for the resolution of claims which the contracting parties agreed to resolve by arbitration.” 162 While some states have attempted to place restrictions on

157. In the MCU, the Red Room is a secret government facility where Black Widow assassins, like Natasha Romanoff, are trained. See Caitlin Tasker, All About the Red Room in Marvel’s “Black Widow,” INSIDE THE MAGIC (June 8, 2021), https://insidethemagic.net/2021/06/black-widow-red-room-marvel-ctlmmmb/. Like mandatory arbitration in the entertainment industry, the Red Room was entirely confidential in nature—not even its visitors were certain of its exact location.
158. Nessim & Goldman, supra note 152, at 233.
159. Id.
the enforcement of mandatory arbitration proceedings, the Supreme Court has routinely recognized that the FAA supersedes state requirements that try to limit the enforceability of binding arbitration. The broad protections conferred by the Court under the FAA have therefore prompted near exponential growth in the use of binding arbitration agreements by powerful corporations in all employment settings.

For these reasons, “[a] lot of sophisticated lawyers on the talent side believe that arbitration is the devil.” In fact, Hollywood arbitration seems to result in undisclosed settlements so frequently that it appears the entertainment industry is uniquely geared towards forcing settlement all the time. Rather than airing out Hollywood’s vast problems in the court of public opinion, disputes can be arbitrated in privacy. While an ultra-wealthy Hollywood celebrity does not fit the traditional mold of a disenfranchised employee, there is a panoply of scholarship discussing the various problems affiliated with binding arbitration in all employment contexts, such as the repeat player/provider bias, the inability to appeal decisions, and the general lack of transparency throughout the arbitration process.

The repeat player/provider bias suggests that disputant companies choosing an arbitrator, such as film studios, can readily switch arbitration providers should they constantly lose their cases. Arbitrators could have biases—both subconscious and conscious—that slant their decisions in favor of their most lucrative clients.
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addition, companies often have greater experience and exposure to the process as repeat players, which provides them with an inherent advantage against first-time opponents.  

Put simply, "powerful corporations have more resources and... money than the average [opponent]. Therefore, corporations often have the ability to buy time and delay the process... [and cause] the employee or consumer to forego pursuing their claims."  

Mandatory arbitration has also been criticized because of the "few legal protections [that] exist to guarantee that an arbitrator is neutral and competent." While arbitration is often heralded as a judicially comparable form of dispute resolution, its inherent biases are often "exacerbated because it is difficult for employees to know the track record of arbitrators and to ascertain their reasoning... [because] arbitrators are not required to explain their decisions in writing."

Further, the Supreme Court has noted that only arbitration decisions in "manifest disregard" of the law would be subject to secondary judicial review. Because the Supreme Court has not clearly defined that standard, the majority of circuit courts have applied a limited reading of "manifest disregard of the law" that does not encompass mere legal errors such as misunderstanding or misapplication of the law. Therefore, binding predispute arbitration allows for potentially unfair—and unappealable—decisions, and the confidential nature of most arbitration agreements only aggravates these issues.

In Cole v. Burns International Security Services, a federal court recognized that the "lack of public disclosure may [also]
systematically favor companies over individuals” in compelled arbitration.\(^{180}\) The court reasoned that:

Judicial decisions create binding precedent that prevents a recurrence of . . . violations; it is not clear that arbitral decisions have any such preventive effect. The unavailability of arbitral decisions also may prevent potential plaintiffs from locating the information necessary to build a case of intentional misconduct or to establish a pattern or practice of discrimination by particular companies.\(^{181}\)

This is important to recognize because, assuming Johansson had arbitrated her suit, there would have been no public inquiry into the release of *Black Widow* given the confidential nature of Hollywood arbitration. As it stands, the arbitration process would prevent talent from ascertaining how Disney calculates and distributes revenue from Disney+ to profit-participants, which is particularly damning given the general lack of transparency in the industry.\(^{182}\) In fact, the only reason some information regarding Disney+ “accounting” was provided at all was because of Johansson’s public filing.\(^{183}\) Had Johansson not forced Disney’s hand, critical information could have been shielded behind private arbitration altogether.

To play devil’s advocate, it is also important to acknowledge that Johansson might not have planned to actually continue her suit, but instead use her celebrity status to compel settlement in a case that she had no business winning. The resulting settlement, however, prevented any semblance of progression in the entertainment industry for other Hollywood talent. While Johansson had the starpower necessary to compel settlement, other up-and-coming, less influential talent do not have that luxury. Often times, “[t]he short-lived nature of entertainment careers makes it imperative for the artist to maximize available public exposure” and deal with unfavorable contractual agreements or terms to avoid potential costly, and often unsuccessful, arbitration proceedings.\(^{184}\)

This Article is not advocating for mandatory litigation in all Hollywood disputes, but it is certainly criticizing industry complacency


\(^{181}\) Id. (citing Jean R. Sternlight, *Panacea or Corporate Tool?: Debunking the Supreme Court’s Preference for Binding Arbitration*, 74 WASH. U. L. Q. 637, 686 (1996)).

\(^{182}\) See generally Alexander, supra note 108.
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and insistence on binding, confidential arbitration that fails to establish precedence to protect all Hollywood talent—not just the industry’s brightest stars—from contract manipulation or coercion. As it stands, major studios can settle out-of-court with major Hollywood talent, even those adamant about maintaining their claim, because the industry’s major players should be better off in the long-run. Manipulation and misconduct are effectively swept under the rug so long as industry elite can maintain profits. Importantly, this problem is not unique to Hollywood, as predispute arbitration agreements have increasingly become nonnegotiable terms of employment across America.

IV. Solution

Johansson’s dispute with Disney highlights a problem that has plagued Hollywood for more than a century: the inherent power imbalance between studios and talent renders the vast majority of talent unprotected in the instance of wrongdoing. What is even more concerning is the notion that studios—to a certain degree—understand that their actions have been coercive. When Warner Bros. announced a day-and-date release for Wonder Woman 1984, the studio renegotiated the back-end deals for the film’s lead actress, Gail Gadot, and director, Patty Jenkins. Perhaps the studio’s voluntary renegotiations were instigated in good-faith, or maybe Warner Bros. was cautious in the wake of Johansson’s public suit after having previously lost one of Hollywood’s few litigated cases.

186. See generally Disney’s Closed Doors, supra note 13.
187. See generally, Katherine V.W. Stone and Alexander J.S. Colvin, The Arbitration Epidemic, ECON. POL’Y INST. (Dec. 7, 2015), https://www.epi.org/publication/the-arbitration-epidemic/. And in 2020, plaintiffs only won recovery in a shocking 1.6% of cases that were subject to mandatory arbitration agreements. See Abha Bhattarai, As closed-door arbitration soared last year, workers won cases against employers just 1.6 percent of the time, WASH. POST (Oct. 27, 2021, 7:00 AM), https://www.washingtonpost.com/business/2021/10/27/mandatory-arbitration-family-dollar/.
190. See supra text accompanying notes 47–50 (outlining Olivia de Havilland’s legal victory over Warner Bros.).
When Scarlett Johansson, one of Hollywood's highest paid actresses,\textsuperscript{191} has neither the ability nor desire to push back against manipulative studios or mandatory arbitration, the question becomes whether any individual has the ability to prompt the same kind of systemic change that Olivia de Havilland procured roughly seventy-five years ago?\textsuperscript{192} Hollywood history reveals that the court of public opinion prompts change in the entertainment industry, but that "court" has largely been silenced in the wake of mandatory arbitration. There are tactics that both Congress and the California State Legislature could take, however, to resolve modern disputes that would ensure that history does not repeat itself as Hollywood shifts to streaming.

A. Banning Mandatory Arbitration

1. The Supreme Court & FAA

"California has a long history of animosity towards the arbitration, rather than litigation, of disputes arising in . . . the employment . . . context."\textsuperscript{193} In 2015, the California State Legislature attempted to prohibit mandatory arbitration claims in employment agreements arising under the California Labor Code.\textsuperscript{194} The bill was vetoed by then California Governor, Jerry Brown, who recognized that a "blanket ban on mandatory arbitration . . . has been struck down in other states as violating the Federal Arbitration Act."\textsuperscript{195} A similar attempt was vetoed two years later, with Governor Brown recognizing that "states must follow the Federal Arbitration Act . . . and the Supreme Court's interpretation of the Act."\textsuperscript{196}

Undeterred, the California State Legislature passed A.B. 51 in 2020 to require "voluntary agreement," as opposed to unilateral


\textsuperscript{192} See supra text accompanying notes 47-50.


\textsuperscript{195} Governor's Veto Message of A.B. 465, 2015 Assemb. (Cal. 2015).

\textsuperscript{196} Governor's Veto Message of A.B. 3080, 2018 Assemb. (Cal. 2018) (citing DIRECTV, Inc. v. Imburgia, 136 S. Ct. 460, 468 (2015) (overruling a California court's refusal to enforce an arbitration provision in a consumer contract because it disregarded the Court's prior decision in \textit{Concepcion})).
implementation via industry-wide contracts. After a federal district court granted an injunction and stated that the bill was preempted by the FAA, a split Ninth Circuit reversed the injunction and found that requiring arbitration to be agreeable was not an “obstacle to the purposes and objectives of the FAA,” and thus not preempted by federal law. Following that decision, the plaintiffs-appellees filed a petition for rehearing en banc, arguing that A.B. 51 discouraged arbitration and thus served as an obstacle to the FAA’s pro-arbitration objectives. In February 2022, the Ninth Circuit ordered hearings on the matter to be deferred until the Supreme Court ruled in Viking River Cruises, Inc. v. Moriana. On June 15, 2022, the Supreme Court ruled, in Viking River Cruises, that a separate California law was preempted by the FAA because it did not allow individuals to arbitrate certain kinds of “representative” claims.

On February 15, 2023, the Ninth Circuit formally struck down A.B. 51 as preempted by the FAA and held that the California law “burden[ed] the defining feature of arbitration agreements” by categorically deterring employers from including non-negotiable arbitration agreements in employment contracts. After considering whether the statute served as an “unacceptable obstacle” to the FAA, the court found that the statute was “antithetical to the FAA’s ‘liberal federal policy favoring arbitration agreements.’” The court’s holding demonstrates the judicial tendency to favor of arbitration in light of the FAA, and highlights several Supreme Court cases in which the Court has further explored those principles.

In Lamps Plus, Inc. v. Varela, the Supreme Court reaffirmed another one of those “foundational arbitration principles” when it
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held that arbitration “is strictly a matter of consent.” Although subjecting talent to arbitration agreements as a condition of employment would seemingly violate that foundational principle, the Supreme Court’s interpretation of “consent” does not factor in the potential negotiability of arbitration agreements and instead turns on whether arbitration agreements are unambiguously communicated in contractual agreements. Therefore, the late Justice Ginsburg criticized the Court’s analysis of consent as “ironic” because it justifies the “imposition [of] individual arbitration on employees who surely would not choose to proceed solo.” Nevertheless, California would likely be unable to justify A.B. 51 as prevention of “nonconsensual” arbitration because the Supreme Court has decreed that “[a]rbitration clauses . . . may preclude judicial remedies even when submission to arbitration is made a take-it-or-leave-it condition of employment.” Because the Supreme Court’s interpretation of the FAA is rather clear and A.B. 51 has been reversed, the most effective way to combat the problems of binding arbitration is for Congress to enact the Forced Arbitration Injustice Repeal (FAIR) Act.

2. The Forced Arbitration Injustice Repeal Act

On November 3, 2021, Congressman Hank Johnson announced that the bipartisan FAIR Act had passed the House Judiciary Committee. The Act’s stated purpose is to “restore fairness to the American justice system by reasserting individuals’ right to access the court system” by “ensur[ing] that men and women contracting with more powerful entities aren’t forced into private arbitration, where the bigger party often has the advantage of choosing the arbitrator in an unappealable decision.” While previous iterations
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of the FAIR Act have failed during the proposal process. Congress's consistent attempt to quell mandatory arbitration's inherent disadvantages shows that the problem plaguing Hollywood disputes is not unique to the entertainment industry.

The most effective solution to prevent other Hollywood talent from the clutches of the all-powerful production studios would be for Congress to enact the FAIR Act. In doing so, Congress would protect employees from the detriments of compelled arbitration by recognizing that the Supreme Court's interpretations of the FAA have perverted the original meaning of the Act, which was "intended to apply to disputes between commercial entities of generally similar sophistication and bargaining power." In February 2022—after a lengthy five year process—both the House and the Senate overwhelmingly approved a bill to amend the FAA and ban mandatory arbitration in sexual harassment and assault cases brought by employees. The amendment, which was introduced after the #MeToo movement rose to prominence, constitutes a limited but important furtherance of protections for employees against powerful corporations. While Representative Kirsten Gillibrand hopes that the bill is "step one in a much longer journey" that expands protections to all employment contracts, opposing representatives and corporate lobbyists have expressed concerns over the nullification of existing agreements, regardless of the intention
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behind mandatory arbitration. Until Congress enacts more comprehensive legislation that protects all employees—including non-traditional “victims” like Hollywood talent—powerful companies will continue to bind employees to their favorite “lethal weapon,” binding arbitration. In the interim, however, the California State Legislature, and other legislatures alike, may enact limited legislation that resolves the problems in Hollywood (and other industries) without violating the “fundamental attributes” of arbitration currently recognized by the Supreme Court.

B. Limiting Confidentiality

In \textit{AT&T Mobility v. Concepcion}, the Supreme Court recognized the fundamental elements of arbitration: informality, lower costs, greater efficiency and speed, and increased expertise. One element is notably absent from that list: confidentiality. Therefore, the California State Legislature should be able to avoid preemption challenges by only limiting predispute arbitration’s confidentiality requirements. While consenting parties could agree to confidentiality prior to a hearing’s commencement, the legislature should not be preempted from preventing the underlying arbitration process—the arbitrator’s factual analysis, decision-making process, and ultimate finding and award—from \textit{automatically} being shielded from the public as a condition of employment. While JAMS rules require that arbitrators “maintain the confidential nature of [an] Arbitration proceeding and the Award[,]” they do not inherently require opposing parties to maintain confidentiality as a fundamental attribute of the process.

Banning the confidential nature of mandatory arbitration would enable the California State Legislature to protect Hollywood talent and other employees while surviving preemption challenges. While the Court has recognized that informality, costs, efficiency, and expertise are fundamental to the process, it has not conclusively stated that prohibiting confidentiality necessarily interferes with
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arbitration’s fundamental attributes.232 In fact, barring confidentiality would arguably put arbitration on par with other judicial proceedings without diminishing its fundamental attributes; it would liken the process to other judicial matters of public record and better protect Hollywood talent from their vertically-integrated employers.

Although California could enact temporary solutions, Congress should still enact the FAIR Act because the “red” in Hollywood’s ledger is indicative of a widespread problem that does not stop at Hollywood’s city limits.

V. CONCLUSION

Since the entertainment industry’s inception, Hollywood studios have maintained immense power over talent. While Hollywood’s brightest stars have balanced that power and guaranteed themselves higher profits on the back-end of major projects, Hollywood studios have continued to engage in business practices which minimize talent returns. Those business practices have not been fully analyzed—let alone prevented—despite the rise in Hollywood disputes over the last decade because of the industry’s strict requirement of confidential, mandatory arbitration. That confidentiality has enabled the vertically-integrated studios to maintain significant control over the vast majority of Hollywood talent as the industry undergoes a rapid shift to streaming.233

As arbitration continues to expand as a staple in not only the entertainment industry, but also all employment contracts, it has become more important for potential plaintiffs to understand the decisions governing their employment contracts. Arbitration is most analogous to the judicial system when both parties voluntarily consent to the process. Therefore, Congress should enact the FAIR Act to prevent predispute arbitration and restore the original purpose of the FAA234 to protect not only Hollywood talent, but all employees subject to the nonnegotiable judicial waiver of effective precedent.235 At the very least, the California General Assembly—and other state legislatures—should seek to minimize the disadvantages of mandatory arbitration by requiring studios to report
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any critical findings underlying arbitration disputes unless mutually agreed upon by both parties after a dispute arises.

Like any other alternative dispute resolution process, arbitration should not stand apart from the law, but the confidential nature of arbitration seeks to hide violations from the public eye. As long as confidential predispute arbitration continues to plague the entertainment industry (and most employment contracts), the ledger will forever remain red for many potential plaintiffs moving forward.